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BrhV35 (GSC 0703-1930, 05h17m22:s0 +10Æ1802800, 2000, V � 12:m7) was disovered asa short-period variable of unknown type by Bernhard (2000) as part of a programme todisover and lassify new variables in seleted �elds on the edge of the northern MilkyWay (see Bernhard & Lloyd 2000 for further details). Following the eight survey obser-vations, additional long runs were made on one night by Bernhard, and on six nights byKiyota. The observations were made using a 20-m Shmidt{Cassegrain telesope and anun�ltered Starlight Xpress SX CCD amera with a Sony ICX027B hip (see Bernhard &Lloyd 2000), and a 25-m Shmidt{Cassegrain telesope with an Apogee AP-7 CCD am-era and Johnson V �lter. The omparison stars used were GSC 0703-2180, V � 12:m2 andGSC 0703-1901 V � 12:m2, whih were found to be onstant with a magnitude di�erene< 0:m03.The magnitudes, relative to GSC 0703-1901, of the two data sets were simply ombined;it was not neessary to apply any o�set to the un�ltered observations. The periodogramof the data shows two possible periods, lose to 4.4 and 5.4 yles day�1, whih are partof a series of strong 1-day aliases. However, the � 4:4 /d is inonsistent with the data.The longer period emerges unambiguously, giving the ephemeris of maximum lightJDMax = 2451614:873 + 0:22630� E:�5 �1The light urve using this ephemeris is shown in Figure 1, and has a slightly non-sinusoidal shape with a full amplitude of 0:m4. The variation is onsistent with a -typeRR Lyrae star, but the period is on the extreme edge of the observed range, making itone of the shortest period RR variables known. In the GCVS only HX Ara (P = 0:d219)has a shorter period (Kholopov et al. 1998). The amplitude and shape of the light urvesuggest that it is neither a Æ Suti nor � Cephei variable.The observed olour from the USNO A2.0 atalogue (Monet et al. 1999), b� r = 0:1,is quite blue, and is onsistent with other RR Lyrae stars found by this programme(Bernhard & Lloyd 2000). As the variation is not large, and the two POSS plates on whihthese magnitudes are based were taken onseutively, the observed value is probably afair indiation of the true b� r.
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The galati o-ordinates, l = 192; b = �16, plae the star towards the galati anti-entre, at intermediate galati latitude, and argue against the Æ Suti or � Cephei in-terpretation. They are entirely onsistent with an RR Lyrae star, and oinidentally, thegalati latitude is the same as HX Ara.This researh made use of the SIMBAD database, operated by the CDS at Strasbourg,Frane.

Figure 1. The phase diagram of the BrhV35 assuming that the omparison star GSC 0703-1901 hasV = 12:2. The CCD observations of Bernhard (�lled irles) and Kiyota (open irles) are folded withthe ephemeris given in the text, and a high-order Fourier �t over plotted
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